CLEANING UP THE NEIGHBOURHOOD - VEHICLE ISSUES

Course Outline
As part of the Keep Britain Tidy Enforcement Training suite, this course offers a day’s comprehensive training on all the legal aspects and practical operations front line staff should be aware of in order to effectively carry out their role. It’s delivered by our legal expert, an experienced and practicing solicitor with a strong background in environmental legislation and enforcement.

Course Aims
This course will provide a complete overview of legislation pertaining to powers for tackling vehicles issues in an attempt to clean up the neighbourhood.

Course Objectives
By the end of the training candidates will be able to:

Possess a basic understanding of the legislative frameworks relating to the following acts and regulations:
- Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005
- The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
- The Highways Act 1980
- Refuse Disposal (Amenity) Act 1978
- Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
- Removal and Disposal of Vehicles Regulations 1986 (SI 1986/183)

Apply law effectively in the following areas:
- Nuisance Parking
- Repairing Vehicles on a Road
- Abandoned Vehicles - Duty, Notice, Custody & Disposal
- Drafting & Issuing Fixed Penalty Notices

Who would benefit from attending this course?
This course is suitable for Environmental Crime and Vehicle Crime Enforcement Officers carrying out frontline and office based enforcement roles.

Course duration
One day

What have others said?
“The trainer was brilliant and very helpful with questions, explained and presented clearly. I have learnt new rules, policies, procedures; this will help as I am new to the post.”
Kajoria Mahbub, Tower Hamlets Council

This course can be run in-house, or the hosting can be shared between local authorities to keep costs down.

Discounts are available for Expert & Exemplar Network Members. For a quote or for more information, please contact us by emailing training@keepbritaintidy.org or call us on 01942 612 625.

Did you know that Keep Britain Tidy also runs The Enforcement Academy? A course that provides all the knowledge, skills and tools required when working in frontline enforcement.